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Chapter 3
Scarcity & Choice
Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•
•
•

Explain how we determine what gets produced.
Describe how we determine how it is produced.
Explain how we determine who gets what is produced.
Describe the basic trade-offs illustrated by the production possibility frontier (PPF).
Define opportunity cost.
Describe how it is that Government as a referee, business regulator, and redistributor or wealth.
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Resources are often classified into 3 categories:
1. Land,
2. Labor, and
3. Capital
We do not have an unlimited supply of any of the above resources. Resource scarcity represents a
constraint that forces choices between two or more alternatives.
Scarcity & Limited Economic Resources, Choice & Opportunity Cost
A fundamental notion of economics is the reality that goods and services are not unlimited and are
constrained by scarcity. Scarcity and limited resources require decision-making and choice.
Choice involves consideration of opportunity cost. The cost of choice or choosing one alternative or
decision, in a world of scarce or limited resources, requires trade-offs in that the consumption of
more of one good or service may require less consumption of an alternative good or service.
It is presumed preferable that opportunity cost and market price be aligned or connected. An open
or market-based economy tends to achieve this objective.
Therefore, as the price level increases for a good or service that is
becoming increasingly scarce, alternatives might be more likely to be
considered. Stated alternatively, a well-functioning market is one where
goods and services with a high opportunity cost will also have a high money
cost and goods and services with a low opportunity cost will also have a low
money cost.
The classic example used in texts and for illustration to students, is the
opportunity cost of a college education. In choosing to attend college, if rational, you are
anticipating that the highest valued alternative benefit forgone, lower wages or salaries under a
condition of immediate employment, will be offset and exceeded, at some future point in time, by
the increased earnings you generate from this loss of immediate income.
In economics, we assume that the decision-maker prefers to make the optimal decision when
choosing between alternatives. This decision is made after both implicit and explicit considerations
and comparisons have been made. Economists tend to use marginal analysis to examine the
decision-making process of optimal choice or selections among alternatives.
Scarcity & Choice – Inputs, Outputs & the Production Possibilities Frontier
Finished goods and services or outputs require raw materials, labor and overhead or inputs. Inputs
may have alternative uses, are scarce or limited, and, so, involve trade-offs. For example, the
classic example is the trade-off between consumer goods and military goods, like butter or bullets,
respectively.
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The production possibility frontier provides for a graphic example illustrating the alternatives
available between two production choices. The trade-offs can be illustrated in either linear or nonlinear forms, as follows:
The linear form of the production possibilities frontier is provided below. Due to the scarcity of
inputs, you can produce 10 units of good A and 0 units of good B, 5 units of good A and 5 units of
good B (black arrow), or 0 units of good A and 10 units of good B. In the below case, there is a 1to-1 trade-off between goods A and B.

In the above and below cases, the opportunity cost of producing 10 units of good A is the loss of all
units of good B, the opportunity cost of producing 5 units of good A is the loss of 5 units of good B,
and the opportunity cost of producing 10 units of good B is the loss of all units of good A.
These decisions are usually made based on profit-maximizing strategies, where, for example, if
someone can sell 10 units of good A more profitably, they will do this.

Anything inside of the production possibilities frontier is attainable (see above). Anything outside of
the production possibilities frontier is unattainable.
The non-linear form of the production possibilities frontier is provided below. Due to the scarcity of
inputs, you can produce 10 units of good A and 0 units of good B, 9 units of good A and 5 units of
good B (black arrow), 5 units of good A and 9 units of good B (black arrow), or 0 units of good A
and 10 units of good B.
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In th
he below case, there is an-othe
er-than 1-to
o-1 trade-o
off between
n goods A and B. This less or
othe
er than linear trade-offf is charactterized as a principle of increasin
ng cost or a law of diminishing
returns. This is because it costs 5 units of good
g
B to go from 9 to 10 un
nits of goo
od A, and
visa/versa.

In th
he above an
nd below ca
ases, the opportunity
o
cost of prod
ducing 10 u
units of goo
od A is the loss of all
unitss of good B,
B the oppo
ortunity costt of producing 5 units of good A is the loss of 1 unit o
of good B,
and the opportu
unity cost of
o producing
g 10 units of
o good B iss the loss of all units o
of good A.
Again, these de
ecisions are
e usually made
m
based on profit-m
maximizing strategies, where, for example,
if so
omeone can
n sell 10 units of good A more pro
ofitably, the
ey will do th
his.

Again, anything inside off the produ
uction poss
sibilities fro
ontier is
ything outsid
de of the prroduction possibilities
p
attaiinable. Any
frontier
is un
nattainable.
In th
he above cases,
c
profit-maximizin
ng is presumed. Howe
ever, in
orde
er to maxim
mize profits
s, the firm must develop and ha
ave this
inforrmation ava
ailable to de
evelop a prrofit-maximizing strateg
gy.
d in the sstate of
For example, when marrijuana was legalized
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Washington, too many farmers entered the market. This caused an unanticipated shift in the price
available for output.
The slope of the production possibility frontier (PPF), at any given point, is referred to as the
marginal rate of transformation (MRT), where two separate examples, MRT1 and MRT2 are
provided as examples, below.

Economic growth shifts the PPF up and to the right.

While the production possibility frontier is based on inputs and remained constant, the anticipated
money price achievable for output changed, unfavorably. This topic is really more closely
associated with supply and demand than the production possibilities frontier, and will be addressed
in the next chapter. However, it is important to note that the decision to maximize output returns
based on input is impacted by the money price available for the output, where the price for all units
of output does not remain constant at all supply or output levels.
Efficiency
Outputs are said to be produced efficiently if a condition exists where larger amounts of output
cannot be produced without increasing inputs or giving up or trading-off some quantity of another
output. It represents a condition where there is an absence of waste and the maximization of output
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prod
duction. Th
herefore, prroducing in
nside the production possibilitie
es frontier is presum
med to be
ineffficient (see
e below), and
a produciing along th
he productiion possibillities frontie
er is presum
med to be
efficcient.

An e
excellent ex
xample of inefficiency is unemplo
oyment, wh
here human
n capital an
nd human rresources
are not consum
med or deployed at ca
apacity and to their hig
ghest and b
best use, a
and for the benefit of
all. After all, unemploym
u
ment repres
sents unpro
oductive tim
me and tim
me cannot be stored
d for later
conssumption and use.
The failure to maximize
m
employment
e
t, therefore, reduces tthe goods a
and service
es available
e to all for
conssumption, and,
a
neces
ssarily, this inefficiency reduces the availab
bility of the
e benefits that might
othe
erwise be av
vailable forr all and the
e common good.
g
Eco
onomic Coo
ordination
Alloccating scarre economic
c resources
s to their highest and best use a
and for the greatest good of all
requ
uires
1. T
The efficien
nt allocation
n and\or utilization of scarce
s
econ
nomic resou
urces
2. T
The identific
cation of the optimal combination
c
n of goods a
and service
es to producce
3. T
The optimal distribution of output to individua
als
Thesse decision
ns are diffiicult, subje
ect to bias and taste and prefe
erence issu
ues, and it is nearly
impo
ossible to achieve
a
consensus with
w respectt to the opttimal mix o
of inputs an
nd/or outpu
uts or the
alloccation of sc
carce resources.
Eco
onomic Coo
ordination – 1 – Effic
cient Alloca
ation of Sc
carce Reso
ources
The division of labo
or into specialized ttasks to a
achieve gre
eater expe
ertise and
efficiency is a conce
ept credited
d to Adam Smith in The Wealth
h of Nation
ns, and in
the context of pin manufacturring, but iss also a ttheme of a famous film, Les
es, where several,
s
exc
cellent varia
ations have
e been prod
duced, inclu
uding one
Misérable
starring Liam Neeson
n, perhaps better know
wn as an a
action hero in the Take
en (2009,
2012 and 2015) serie
es of films.
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In the film, he escape
es from prisson and stumbles on
nto a town,
pu
urchasing a firm th
hat produ
uces plates and diishes, and
d
sta
andardizes
s production
n and incre
eases the quality of tthe produc
ct
an
nd the wea
alth of the entire com
mmunity, in much the same way
y
Ad
dam Smith recommended in his pin prod
duction illusstration and
d
ex
xample.
In both case
es, the com
mparative advantage of those possessing
g
sp
pecialized skills
s
is exploited for th
he benefit o
of all. Huma
an capital is
s
de
eployed to its highest a
and best usse, and all b
benefit as a result.
Na
ations, of course, ha
ave compa
arative advantages. C
Canada, for
ex
xample, is rich with n
natural reso
ources. Ch
hina and M
Mexico have
e
re
elatively che
eap labor. In the latte
er case, the
e outsourcing of tasks
s
an
nd activities
s in manufa
acturing ha
as been ma
ade to Chin
na, Mexico
o,
an
nd other em
merging markets to exp
ploit these comparativ
c
e advantag
ges.
Ec
conomic Coordinatio
C
on – 2 – Ide
entifying Optimal
O
Pro
oduction Q
Quantities
Sp
pecialization
n, while ac
chieving grreat efficiency and e
effectivenesss, requires
s
exchange me
echanisms to
t allow forr a greater sstandard off living for a
all. Money is
s
the
e medium of exchan
nge used tto exploit these com
mparative a
advantages
s.
Ho
owever, in recent years, block cchain techn
nology and crypto currrencies like
e
Bittcoin have gained
g
som
me attention
n and appre
eciation in vvalue.
Re
egardless of
o the mediu
um of excha
ange, a com
mmon curre
ency or one
e that easily
y
converts from
m one curre
ency or me
edium of exxchange to another is required to
o
fully exploit comparative
c
e advantage
e. The marrket is left to
o decide ho
ow to use limited or sccarce inputs
s
t
desired
d or profit--maximizing
g level of outputs, all, while exxploiting co
onditions of
o
to produce the
omparative advantage.
co
Ec
conomic Coordinatio
C
on – 3 – De
etermining Optimal D
Distribution
n of Output
Th
he distributiion of outpu
ut, in an op
pen econom
my or free-m
market system, is left tto individua
al producers
s
an
nd consume
ers, all pres
sumed to be
e acting in their own sself-interestt. This markket system is less than
n
pe
erfect, and failures off these ma
arket mechanisms ca n occur (e
e.g., the ho
ousing crisiis), but this
s
syystem tends
s to maxim
mize the ove
erall benefiits when co
ompared to
o a comma
and econom
my, such as
s
the failed United
U
Soviet Socialis
st Republic
c or USSR
R. In a ccommand e
economy, the centra
al
go
overnment directly or indirectly
y establishe
es output targets, in
ncomes an
nd prices. China, for
exxample, has
s made significant pro
ogress towa
ard the ado
option of an
n open marrket-based economy in
n
recent decad
des
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Summary
We all make many decisions involving scarcity and choice and opportunity costs on a daily basis.
You might, for example, choose to watch a film or do some gardening, or study a topic or earn
additional money with your time on a particular day.
There are trade-offs involved and the nearly unlimited combination of decisions makes it nearly
impossible to quantify and examine all of them at the same time, but economists attempt to provide
a theoretical model or models to examine two or more, and, to the extent practicable, develop and
examine mechanisms to reduce these decisions to their least qualitative and most quantitative
level.
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